Abstract
Introduction
Virtual brush is an important tool for interactive painting 23, 17, 20, 21, 13, 12, 16, 22, 8, 4, 19, 24, 15 . Smith has written a good survey on the early painting systems 2 . These early systems offered a 2D brush for painting. The newer painting systems are more sophisticated, which can for example automatically generate painterly rendering results based on some input reference images 3 . To provide a virtual brush that can mimic the real 3D brush for painting and calligraphy writing has become a popular area for research in recent years 8, 4, 24, 15 . The researchers are attracted by the unique ability of a 3D virtual brush to generate expressive and realistic results through techniques such as physically-based modeling. Common to most existing 3D virtual brushes are three core components that implement the most essential functionalities of a 3D virtual brush: a brush geometry model, a brush motion simulator, and a pigment behavior model. The following subsections give an overview of existing work with regard to these three core components.
head, however, often cannot deform smoothly because of the frequent occurrence of high curvature in the brush head surface, while approximation has the problem of properly placing control points to yield the desired surface. On top of all this, how to suitably anchor the control points of the surface to the mass particles is a non-trivial problem. In the work by Xu et al. 24 , general sweeping is employed to establish the solid geometry model of each hair cluster. The problem however is that general sweeping is a time-consuming operation. At different stages of painting, much computation is needed to apply general sweeping operations to update the model. Also, the solid model requires a fair amount of memory for its internal representation, and after the brush is split many times, the demand for memory could become a bottleneck. In the work by Chu and Tai 15 , a single hair bundle is modeled by a geometry model that is mathematically equivalent to that by Xu et al. 24 's. Unlike the latter which simulates the spreading and splitting of the brush tip by a geometry approach, Chu and Tai use an alpha map to implement cluster modeling for the split brush. This results in an over simplification which limits the expressiveness and the amount of fine details that the brush is able to produce.
It appears that none of the above is sufficient to model a physical brush with a high degree of likeness to the brush's real behavior. One frequently occurring situation in reality, for example, is that of the brush splitting into a large number of hair clusters. To model this rather "chaotic" situation is out of reach for all the existing brush geometry models. According to many practising artists, such a high degree of splitting is very much desirable. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical geometry model for a "realistic" brush; together with a fast rendering procedure, our model enables efficient simulation of the most complex effects of a real brush, such as brush splitting.
Virtual brush motion simulators
Simulating the motion and dynamic deformation of a real paintbrush is a tough problem because of the complex static geometry and dynamics of the modeled brush.
In DAB 4 , the motion of the brush geometry is simulated by Newtonian dynamics using a pair of first-order differential equations and Aristotelian dynamics through a single first-order differential equation. Solving differential equations involves some tradeoff between system stability, computation efficiency and simulation accuracy. In fact, the brush is a heavily damped system. When the penholder is motionless, the brush geometry stops deforming. Unfortunately, such a large damping force in Newtonian dynamics is hard to estimate. The authors of DAB therefore apply constraint satisfaction at the end of each step of motion simulation to ensure that the resultant brush geometry is a plausible configuration. This gives rise to the issue of simulation preciseness versus system stability. Unlike other classical motion simulation approaches which care a lot about simulation accuracy, the approach by Xu et al. 24 aims at providing a user with a customized virtual hairy brush. Their brush motion and brush geometry deformation are controlled by a set of "quality parameters" which, through a machine training module, can be customized for different users. These quality parameters affect the deformation process of a virtual hairy brush, and are not meant to be directly set or adjusted by the user. Unless the user can provide enough samples to train the system, he/she could only accept the default values for these quality parameters. The performance of the machine training process depends on the number of samples the user would input into the system. For satisfactory customization result, a large number of samples is often needed. The dynamics of Chu and Tai's brush 15 are modeled as springs, which are deformed through constrained energy minimization. This method of modeling can simulate small-scale deformation of the brush geometry but not large-scale bending or stretching due to the restriction of constrained energy minimization.
In this paper, the simulation of the motion and dynamic deformation of our hierarchical virtual brush geometry model is performed through a collaboration between online and offline computations. We minimize on the amount of online computation, and the result is calibrated by an error calibration mechanism using a simulation error database that was constructed offline. Compared with other virtual brush systems, we can simulate the brush motion with high precision using just a small amount of computation on the fly.
Pigment behavior models
Pigment behavior simulation presents yet another challenge to virtual brush system designers. One approach to simulating the ink's behavior is through a cellular automaton 18 . A classic work on pigment model is that by Curtis et al. 6 , which studies the complex interaction behind pigment mixing. Their approach can synthesize very realistic water-color effects. During digital painting, the main loop of their algorithm iterates through several sub-processes simulating pigment behavior in a sequential manner. One sub-process will promote or restrain another sub-process. In a real painting process, however, these four sub-processes have subtle interaction, and therefore simulating the sub-processes separately would not necessarily add up to accurately simulating the pigment behavior. Another problem with their approach is that solving all the complex differential equations is too time-consuming for an interactive painting system. Other existing pigment behavior models include Lee's 11 for blackwhite painting and Kunii et al.'s 26 for diffused ink painting. In Strassmann's hairy brushes 23 , the color of brush strokes can be varied along the stroke's skeleton direction. In Wong's virtual brush 8 , only monochrome calligraphic writing is supported. In DAB 4 , a bidirectional, two-layer paint model is employed. They use essentially an additive compositive formula to mix the paint. In their paint representation, they assume that the paint surface contains two layers. One layer is completely wet where paint would transfer out and another is completely dry. This over simplification of paint behavior makes the system incapable of achieving exquisite artistic effects demanded by the most seasoned painters. In Xu's virtual brush 24 , a simple alpha blending strategy is employed to perform the pigment mixing.
Pigment mixing is a very important factor that contributes to the final results of painterly rendering and therefore deserves a very careful treatment. An ideal pigment behavior model should lead to fast response time in system implementation such as those described in 23, 8, 4, 24 , and highly realistic results as demonstrated in 6 . In this paper, we liken the complex pigment's behavior in a painting process to that of heat or moisture, and model the pigment's behavior as a diffusion process. We introduce a strategy to divide the overall computation into an offline and an online part, therefore solving the complex differential equations modeling the pigment's behavior accurately and stably in real time.
There are many other fancy features that previous virtual brush systems are capable of, such as the ability to do 3D painting 17, 12, 16 . The DAB system 4 has haptic feedback. The system by Wei et al. 28 uses an intelligent model to beautify the output. Chan et al. 5 create 3D Chinese painting animation using existing commercial software packages.
Our Virtual Brush
The distinct features of our design for a realistic virtual brush include: (1) hierarchical modeling of the complex geometry of real paintbrushes, which leads to substantial savings in computation and representation in many steps of the simulation; (2) division of overall brush motion simulation into small online tasks and offline calibration, which makes possible an accurate and stable simulation of the brush's motion in real-time; (3) modeling of pigment behavior at dipping time and during painting as a diffusion process of random molecules subject to a certain physical condition, which gives rise to a new expressive pigment model that can simulate the most delicate and complex pigment behavior; and a strategy of solving the diffusion equations through a look-up table, which makes the numerical computation fast and stable; (4) a user manipulability adaptation component, which lets our system cater to the personal painting habits of different users. Section 2 presents the hierarchical geometry model. Section 3 discusses the brush motion simulator and the division into online and offline tasks. Section 4 explains the pigment behavior model. Section 5 briefly introduces the intelligent self-adaptive component for improving user manipulability.
Geometry Model
To model a paintbrush with the granularity of a single hair thread which is done in Wong and Ip's system 8 is inefficient because a typical real brush may consist of thousands or even tens of thousands of individual hair threads. To overcome this inefficiency, Xu et al. 24 model a brush as clusters of brush hair. Their approach however can only handle the case of a brush splitting into a small number of hair clusters but not one with heavy splitting, for reasons explained in Section 1.1.1.
In this paper, we propose a two-level hierarchical brush geometry model. At the lower level of the hierarchy, hair threads whose position and geometry in 3D space are close to each other are gathered together and modeled as one hair macro. At the upper level, disjoint hair macros whose geometries are similar are classified into the same cluster of hair macros. The motivation behind having two levels is to eliminate as much as possible the redundancy in representing and simulating the brush hair. In real actions, a brush can easily split into thousands of disjoint clusters of hair threads. Cluster-based modeling alone as in Xu et al.'s approach 24 is not sufficient to deal with the highly chaotic geometry of the brush. It can be easily observed that even in such a situation, there exist only a few sharply distinctive geometries among all the geometries of hair clusters. We call these distinct geometries primitive geometries. With these primitive geometries, the geometries of all the hair clusters can be approximately derived via simple affine transformations. Figure 1 shows some complex brush geometries of our virtual brush. Based on this two-level hierarchical representation, our virtual brush model can efficiently represent the complex geometry as well as simulate the dynamic behavior of real paintbrushes having thousands of disjoint hair clusters.
Geometry Model of a Single Hair Macro

Hair macro
A hair macro represents the smallest granularity in the modeling. Hence, the overall modeling capability of the system hinges upon the modeling power of a hair macro.
Strassmann swept a 1D brush bristle over a skeleton to create the geometry model for brush strokes 23 . We go one step further by sweeping an ellipse along a skeleton in 3D space to create the model of a hair macro. During sweeping, we make sure that the ellipse always lies on the normal plane with respect to its skeleton. The shape of the moving ellipse can be varied during sweeping.
Denote the skeleton of one hair macro as C(t) (0 ≤ t ≤ 1), which is a B-spline in 3D space, and the ellipse E(t 0 ) lying on the normal plane of C(t)|t=t 0 as
in which A(t 0 ) and B(t 0 ) are half of the lengths of the major and minor axes of the ellipse E(t 0 ) respectively. Here A(t) and B(t) (0 ≤ t ≤ 1) are two one-dimensional B-splines. By controlling the three B-splines, A(t), B(t),C(t), the user can tailor the geometry of a hair macro. The definition for the geometry of hair macro can therefore be written as
(2)
Cluster of hair macros
We use clustering to achieve efficiency in modeling the highly complex brush geometry, whereby hair macros whose geometries are similar are grouped into the same cluster. The internal representation of a cluster consists of two parts: the primitive geometry of the cluster, and some affine transformations each of which to be used to derive the geometry of a constituent hair macro based on the primitive geometry. This design makes the brush geometry model quite compact in memory, and facilitates fast simulation of the brush's actions at runtime.
Fast Rendering of Geometry
Visual feedback is important for any interactive system. But providing a good perceptual feedback may cost too much computation, especially for a realistic virtual brush whose static and dynamic geometry could be highly complex. Our hierarchical modeling helps tackle the situation.
All the hair macros of the same cluster not only share the same data structure but also a unique multiresolution tessellation process. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, each hair macro belonging to the same cluster can derive its specific geometry by applying the corresponding affine transformation to the cluster's primitive geometry. We need therefore only to tessellate the primitive geometry once for all the hair macros in the cluster. Our tessellation process is multiresolutional-that is, the density of the collection of triangles generated is made proportional to the displayed screen size. The granularity of the tessellation is set to be the smallest one needed to render the surface of a hair macro in the cluster. We also take advantage of the hardware accelerated OpenGL command "Display Lists" when computing the affine transformation and for the rendering. The result of all this is that our virtual brush can give very realistic visual feedback on the complex geometry of the virtual brush in action with a reasonably small amount of computation.
To sum up, we can derive all the specific geometries of all the hair macros of one cluster based on one primitive geometry. By this method, with less than say 10 primitive geometries, we can model efficiently the complex geometry of a realistic split brush even when the number of separate hair clusters goes beyond 10000, as confirmed by our experiments. Compared with the solid model representation and single-level approach by Xu et al. 24 , our hierarchic modeling leads to much reduced memory consumption and avoids redundant computations. 
Motion Simulator
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Figure 3: Dynamic deformation of the virtual brush. (a) The initial geometry, (b) pressed down, (c) rotated, (d) tilted, (e) further pressed down.
Our system performs a highly detailed simulation of the motion of the virtual brush. Most other physically-based systems sacrifice simulation precision for system response time; as a result, some of the important physical factors that are part of the real physical process are neglected from the very beginning. Our design tackles the problem using a two-phase approach to simulate the dynamic deformation of the brush. The two phases are online computation and calibration using offline data. The approach achieves high realism and interactivity using relatively little computation. In the online simulation, only those computationally inexpensive and input-sensitive physical processes are simulated. In the second phase, the online simulated results are calibrated using offline data.
In the online simulation, based on the current geometry of the virtual brush, the brush's inner stress is estimated, which is used to determine the state of the brush for deformation and recovery purposes.
For calibrating the online simulation results, we constructed in advance a database of system simulation errors against a collection of samples of real brush motion. These offline-acquired data in the database are then used to calibrate the online simulation results. The calibration proce- dure first looks for one or more situations in the database that are closest (i.e., within a certain predefined threshold) in terms of "system condition" to the current brush's state. Then by a simple linear interpolation, the procedure finds the correct calibration to be applied to the current simulation result. Here, "system condition" includes the current geometry of the hair macro and the differential of the system's six degrees of freedom (DOFs), to be explained in Section 3.5. Figures 2 and 3 show the dynamic deformation of a primitive geometry and our virtual brush respectively.
Estimating Stress in Hair Macro
We adopt a simple strategy to estimate the inner stress of a hair macro. By Equation 1, the geometry of a hair macro is modeled as the volume of sweeping a variable ellipse E(t) along a B-spline. We denote the ellipse that lies on the normal plane at the point C(t 0 ) in the steady geometry of the hair macro as E s (t 0 ) = {(x s , y s )|x s = A s (t 0 )ν s cos θ s , y s = Bs(t 0 )νs sin θs (0 ≤ θs < 2π; 0 ≤ νs ≤ 1)}. Here the subscript s indicates that the brush is in its steady state. Suppose after a certain deformation of the virtual brush, the ellipse 
where τ is a parameter to be determined later. Correlated points are supposed to represent the same hair thread inside the hair macro during painting. The thread has a displacement from its position (xs, ys) in the steady geometry to its position (x d , y d ) in the deformed geometry, where the origins of the local coordinate systems are the centers of the ellipses E s (t 0 ) and E d (t 0 ) respectively. We can then compute the stress ρ(
Here, ϕ , 1 −
, and k 1 , k 2 are two positive real numbers that control the force response property of the virtual brush. The assumption we use in this estimation is that the stress in any steady geometry of a hair macro is always the same, which is a simplified conclusion from material science 27 .
Based on this point-wise stress estimation, we can derive the formulae to evaluate the average inner stress ρ(E d (t)) of the ellipse E d (t) and the average stress ρ(H d ) of the deformed hair macro H d by integrating the point-wise stress over the ellipse's inner area and throughout the volume of the hair macro respectively. The positive ρ suggests that the stress is inward, which will compress the geometry of hair macro; whereas the negative ρ suggests that the stress is outward and will dilate the hair macro; zero ρ means the hair macro is in its steady geometry. In the above computation, the value of τ will affect the computation result. By our design, τ(t) is supposed to be a number between [0, 2π) to make the absolute value of ρ(E d (t)) minimum.
Deforming Geometry of Hair Macro
The brush's geometry deforms under the outer force due to the friction between the brush and the paper. According to our geometry model of hair macro (H , (A(t), B(t),C(t) ), Equation 2), the online simulation of the brush's motion is carried out in two parts: deforming the skeleton of hair macro C(t); and deforming the sweeping ellipses of the hair macro, namely A(t) and B(t).
Deforming of skeleton
The main constraint in deforming the skeleton C(t) of a hair macro is that C(t) cannot penetrate the virtual paper. If at some moment the skeleton does penetrate the virtual paper at the point C(t 0 ), we will project the part of skeleton below the virtual paper, denoted as C b , C(t) (0 ≤ t < t 0 ), onto the virtual paper to get C p . We will also rotate C b around the point C(t 0 ) by a minimum angle to get Cr on which no point penetrates the virtual paper. And then we perform a simple linear interpolation between Cp and Cr to get an intermediate curve C i which is used to replace the part of C b in C(t). The reason behind this replacement can be found in the study of material science 27 . If the perceptual material performance of the hair macro in our virtual brush is purely rigid, Cp should be used to replace C b because the hair macro will actually break at C(t 0 ); if its perceptual material performance is purely flexible, C r is the correct choice for this replacement. Since we model the material of hair macro as a kind of hybrid rigid-flexible material, C i is a reasonable choice covering the two possible cases. The weight used in the linear interpolation to compute C i is a coefficient representing the degree of rigidity-flexibility in terms of the material property of the hair macro. After the replacement, we also ensure that the curvature of the skeleton would not change too abruptly over a small neighbouring area δ(t 0 ) = (t 0 − ε,t 0 + ε) around C(t 0 ) in C(t). This curve smoothing is done by uniformly sampling C(t) in the range of [0,t 0 − ε] and [t 0 + ε, 1] and then applying a B-spline curve fitting to those sampled points. Finally the resultant B-spline curve is used as the new skeleton for this hair macro, which ensures a smooth transition of the changing skeleton around point C(t 0 ).
We also simulate the kinking up of the hair macro due to the friction between the paper and brush head. According to classic Newton force, high stress would induce larger friction. The larger the friction is, the slower the hair macro will move. This non-uniform displacement can cause local prolongation and condensement on the skeleton of the hair macro. Denote the points on the skeleton of the hair macro touching the paper as p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p n . According to Equation 3 , we can compute the stress at these points as ρ(p 1 ), ρ(p 2 ), · · · , ρ(pn). Let the mean stress of those points be S m . Suppose the displacement of the hair macro is D; then the displacement of point p i on the skeleton would be
Thus the distances separating p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p n will be changed. Extended distances will pull the skeleton while shortened ones will squeeze the skeleton. If squeezed excessively, the skeleton will kink up. Suppose the distances between points p i and p j in the original and the squeezed skeletons are l o and l s respectively. We introduce a circular arc R to replace the distance to simulate the effect of kinking up with R's arc length between p i and p j being lo, and R's chordal length being l s . Here the chord of R refers to the line segment that connects p i and p j and which lies on the virtual paper.
Deforming of ellipse
During dynamic deformation, those ellipses touching the virtual paper, E(t)'s, will be deformed. Possible deformations include: (1) rotation of the ellipse; (2) prolongation or condensement of the ellipse' major or minor axis, and (3) displacement of the centroid of the ellipse, ι. (1) and (2) will yield an inner stress ρ(E(t)) for the ellipse E(t), estimated by the method discussed in Section 3.1. Our design picks the strategy of minimizing ρ(E(t)) + k 3 ||ι||, with the hard constraint that the deformed ellipse cannot penetrate the virtual paper and the area of the ellipse cannot change, where k 3 is a positive real coefficient.
The degree of distensibility
The area of each sweeping ellipse in a hair macro represents the number of hair threads in the macro being modeled. There is another parameter, which we call "degree of distensibility", which affects this area. A high degree of distensibility suggests that the hair threads are not very densely packed inside the hair macro. For simplicity, we model the degree of distensibility β as a function of the stress in the hair macro H as follows.
Since ρ(H)'s range is the whole real number axis, the range of β(H) is (0, 1). Here k 4 is a positive coefficient controlling the sensitivity of the distensibility to the inner stress. For each hair macro H, if its previous and current degrees of distensibility are β 1 and β 2 , all of H's major and minor axes will have a length which is
times their original values.
Hair Macro Splitting
If there exists a point in a hair macro, whose stress is above the threshold of a maximum tolerable inner stress, the hair macro H will split. According to the way we compute the stress in H, discussed in Section 3.1, the distribution of the stress within H is continuous. This means if there exists one such point in H whose stress is greater than the splitting threshold, it is likely that the neighbouring points are also above the threshold. Therefore, our splitting procedure works on groups of points. For one specific sweeping ellipse, we need first of all to separate those points whose stress are above the threshold from the other points. If the number of connected points whose stress are above the threshold is very small, there will be no splitting. This is the effect of physical attraction between neighbouring hair threads. After the small group elimination, real splitting operation comes into the picture. The separated point groups will become two ellipses, the centers of which are the centroids of each group. To determine the length of major and minor axes of the ellipse, we impose two constraints: the area of the ellipse should be equal to the area of the group before splitting, and the ratio of the major axis to minor axis of the ellipse is equal to the ratio of the length to the width of the bounding box of the point group. The orientation of the major axis of the new ellipse is determined by the principle axis of the group. Splitting the hair macro takes place in a stress-descending order if multiple point groups meet the splitting criterion.
After splitting H at the largest average stress point group, the stress inside H is recomputed. Splitting continues as long as the splitting condition holds.
Recovery from Deformation
To simulate recovery from deformation, we model the material of the hair macro as a kind of hybrid elastic-rigid material. According to material science 27 , there exists a steady geometry for such kind of hybrid elastic-rigid material. If the inner stress of the material does not exceed its threshold of elasticity, the material remains in an elastic state, in which all the deformation can be recovered. In the elastic state, once the outer force exerted on the material is released, the brush geometry will return to its original steady geometry. If the stress keeps increasing so that it exceeds the elasticity threshold, the steady geometry will be "shifted". Under this circumstance, the brush geometry upon releasing will only recover partially. We implement this shifting by interpolating between the original steady geometry and the current deformed geometry. Beyond the threshold of elasticity, there is the threshold of rigidity. The deformed hair macro will not have any recovery at all if the stress exceeds this threshold.
Calibrating Simulation Results
As can be seen so far, all the dynamic brush geometry deformation is simulated by fast online operations. To ensure accuracy of the simulation with respect to a realistic brush, we introduce a procedure to calibrate the fast online simulation results. The procedure relies on data from a "simulation error database". These data were sampled previously using a real brush. There are two important advantages to this offline database approach. First, we do not have to model the extremely complicated physical process of a brush's dynamic deformation/recovery with high accuracy. Second, we can avoid the very time-consuming and probably unstable numerical computation to solve differential equations on the fly if some truly powerful but complex equations can be established to simulate all the underlying detailed dynamics governing the brush's deformation. The brush deformation database operates at the level of hair macro in our two-level hierarchy. This reduces substantially the number of different cases that need to be separately sampled and stored in the database.
Since the deforming of a hair macro's geometry is according to the six DOFs of the input, the database is indexed by: (1) the differential of the virtual brush system's six DOFs (∂D) between the current and the previous simulated time slice; and (2) the current geometry of the hair macro
H , {A(t), B(t),C(t)} (Equation 2). The content of each record in the database is the corresponding transformation T on H's current geometry, namely A(t), B(t),C(t).
When collecting records to establish the calibration database, we choose the samples in such a way that no two similar brush dynamic deformation processes are sampled and stored.
The above keywords to index the database have many dimensions. We construct a manageable database by taking advantage of the inter-relationships among the fields of the keywords. The product of A(t 0 ) and B(t 0 ) reflects the area of the ellipse E(t 0 ), and hence the number of hair threads in the hair macro under a certain distensibility. If the hair macro will not split, B(t 0 ) can be computed from A(t 0 ). Thus, we can use four control points to represent the geometry deformation on A(t) and four control points for C(t). We also assume there is no inter-relationship between the dynamic deformations on A(t) and C(t)-i.e., changing either one of the two splines will not have any direct effect on the other spline. This assumption comes from the observation that there is only a weak relationship between deformations on A(t) and C(t) during a real brush's deformation. As a result, the whole database can be divided into two sub-databases: DA for calibrating the simulated dynamic deformation on A(t), and DC for calibrating the simulated deformation on C(t). For simplicity, we ignore the possible but minute deformation on the brush geometry introduced by the x,y displacement of the virtual brush. So only four of the six DOFs will affect the brush's geometry deformation process. We also assume that the effects these four DOFs have on the brush geometry are separable. Thus DA and DC are further divided into four sections, each of which is used to calibrate the error in the simulation of the geometry's dynamic deformation under the change of one DOF. For each of the sections in DA and DC, the index words are of low dimensions: one dimension for the varied DOF and the remaining dimensions for the control points of A(t) in DA or C(t) in DC.
During database retrieval, we find the several records in the database whose distances to the input index are within a certain threshold. The contents of the retrieved records are interpolated using the distances between the indices of the retrieved records and the input index as the weights. For database retrieval, the distance between two splines is defined to be the sum of the euclidian distances of their corresponding four control points.
With the way we organize the database as described above, the database in our prototype implementation contains a modest number of records (40). This number of records is already sufficient for performing a satisfactory calibration to correct/improve the online simulation results. 
Virtual Brush with Pigment
General Pigment Diffusion Equations
Based on Fick's 1 diffusion analysis on a quantitative basis, Fourier's 9 research on heat conduction, and knowledge from the textile industry 14 , we adopt Equation 5 to describe the diffusion of pigment in the virtual brush and using the nomenclature of vector analysis:
where C is the concentration of pigment at a certain location and time inside the hair macro, and D is the diffusion coefficient. In our design, D is supposed to be proportional to the stress of points where the virtual brush and paper touch and where diffusion takes place, namely D , k 5 ρ, where k 5 is a coefficient, and stress ρ is evaluated by the method introduced in Section 3.1. After simulating the pigment diffusion process, a point on the virtual paper is colored by taking the color value of the pigment as its color value and min{ C C max , 1} as its alpha value. Here, C max works as a situation, where C a is the overall pigment concentration at the point. In our virtual brush, diffusion is applied and simulated only when the concentration of pigment is not uniformly distributed.
Simulating Pigment Diffusion at Dipping Time
We model the physical process of brush dipping like the two-phase dying process in the textile industry. In the first phase, we only simulate the radial diffusion inside the hair macro. In the second phase, we compute the axial diffusion.
In both phases of the diffusion process, the effects due to fluid dynamics are considered. Section 4.2.1 discusses the generic equation describing pigment diffusion inside hair macro; Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3 discuss how to simulate the radial and axial pigment diffusion respectively inside the hair macro during brush dipping.
Equations for pigment diffusion
We view the geometry of the hair macro defined by Equation 2 as a deformed cylinder. Given the pigment's concentration in a normal non-deformed cylinder, we can use a simple affine transformation to map each voxel in the hair macro into the non-deformed cylinder.
The curves of A(t), B(t) are mapped to the lines of A(t) ≡ R, B(t) ≡ R, and C(t)
is mapped as C(t) = (0, 0,t), where R is the radius of the nondeformed cylinder. By this simple mapping strategy, we only need to simulate pigment diffusion inside an ideal cylinder, to be discussed in the following.
Through transformation of coordinates by replacing (x, y, z) with (r cos θ, r sin θ, z), the equation for diffusion in a cylinder can be derived from Equation 5 in terms of the cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) as follows.
Radial diffusion of pigment
For this case, pigment concentration is simplified to be a function of radius r and time t only. Suppose R is the radius of the cylinder, C 0 is the concentration of pigment in the ink bottle, and f (r) is the initial concentration of pigment before the current diffusion, which is useful when multiple brush dippings are simulated. Crank 10 gives the analytic solution to Equation 6 under this condition as follows. 
C(r,t)
= C 0 {1 − 2 R ∑ ∞ n=1 1 α n J 0 (rα n ) J 1 (Rα n ) exp(−Dα 2 n t)}+ 2 R 2 ∑ ∞ n=1 exp(−Dα 2 n t) J 0 (rα n ) J 2 1 (Rαn) R r f (r)J 0 (rαn)dr
Axial diffusion of pigment
Solutions of the diffusion equation in this case can be derived as:
where z is the axial distance for diffusion, and D is the diffusion coefficient with M being the overall pigment concentration in the diffusion source area.
Simulating Pigment Diffusion During Painting
We model the physical process of painting using the virtual brush as a dying process in which the pigment is continuously diffusing from the brush head onto the virtual paper at the points of touching. We assume the virtual paper to be a flat plane. In the simulation, we also take into account the effect due to fluid dynamics. For the ideal physical process, Crank 10 gives the solution to the the diffusion Equation 6 for the case of a continuous point source diffusing processEquation 9 . To realistically render the current footprint of the brush on the paper, we simulate the pigment's transformation at the points of touching between the brush and the paper, once for each point. Section 4.4 discusses how this part of the simulation can be accelerated. After the diffusion, the source point on the virtual brush has a decrease in concentration by the amount of the sum of the increase of pigment concentration on the virtual paper.
C(r,t)
In Equation 9 , q is the ink transfer coefficient which is a constant, D is the diffusion coefficient, and C(r,t) is the amount of pigment concentration change introduced by the diffusion process for a point at time t and distance r from the source point.
Fast Solutions to the Diffusion Equations
Although the analytic solutions to the general diffusion equation (Equation 6) can be derived as Equations 7, 8, and 9, evaluating the numeric values (for Equations 7 and 9) to satisfy any real-time requirement is a non-trivial task. Fortunately, both solutions, C(r,t), in Equations 7 and 9 are functions of two variables r and t. Thus we can generate a lookup table which enumerates the discrete combination of these two variables (r i ,t j ) under a certain diffusion coefficient D and their corresponding solution C(r i ,t j ). This look-up table is indeed an R 3 → R 1 mapping. During online simulation, rather than computing the numeric values of Equations 7 and 9, we search the table, leading to much saving of CPU time. Suppose the current input to be evaluated is C(r 0 ,t 0 ), we retrieve four values from the table: C(r 
Improving User Manipulability
As with any real brush, it can happen that the user would feel unsatisfied with their creations using the virtual brush. Instead of training the user, our virtual brush system has the unique feature of training the brush. This is done through an intelligent user-manipulability improving component. This component applies an additional transformation to the user's input before the system commits on the final painting result.
The idea behind the design of this component is as follows. Our virtual brush carries with it a collection of beautiful strokes and the input for creating these strokes. The user can choose among these "known" brush strokes not for his/her own strokes, but use them as training samples. For each selected sample, the user would then use our virtual brush to produce a stroke as close to the sample as possible. The system then applies a numerical analysis to compute a transformation from the user's input to that of the sample stroke. The derived transformation is the "personal habitual bias" of the user. Later, when the user paints using our virtual brush, his/her input will firstly go through the transformation of his personal habitual bias. Thus, it is the transformed input rather than his original input that drives the virtual brush to paint. The details are omitted due to the length of this paper. Please refer to the accompanying website for more technical details on this feature of our virtual brush. Figure 4 shows some single strokes by our virtual brush with black pigment. Figure 5 to Figure 7 show some real results from using our virtual brush. Most of them took hours to complete, but at any moment during the painting process, our virtual brush running on a PC with 256M memory and an AMD Duron 1200MHz Processor can respond interactively to user commands. Currently, we use a WACOM pen on a tablet to get the position, the pressure (used as vertical displacement), and the tilt of the virtual brush; and keyboard input to get the remaining two DOFs. This input strategy is very much the same as the one used in Xu et al.'s brush system 24 . A better input device in the future should make the painting process much smoother and more efficient.
Experiment Results
Conclusion
We have presented the design of a powerful painting virtual brush system. We targeted at a realistic modeling by covering as much minute details of the brush's geometry and motion as well as the delicate pigment behavior taking place during the painting process as possible. Such an approach has made necessary the many time or space optimizations that we have introduced into the design. The result is a high degree of realism as can be seen in the generated digital artwork.
There are still many interesting problems to be addressed in the future. One of them is that of choosing the appropriate samples for the brush motion calibration database that can enumerate all the possible motions a painting brush could experience without repetitive sampling. For the currently employed pigment model, only water-soluble pigment is simulated. An obvious future task would be to extend the model to cover oil painting and maybe other kinds of painting by following Small's 7 and Cockshott's 25 pioneering approaches. For the user manipulability improving component, finding the features that distinguish good input leading to visually pleasing brush strokes from bad input could help establish a mechanism to perform auto-beautification.
